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Abstract

This paper presents an overview on the comparative study between the precast and conventional building construction methods for housing project in Sarawak. In this study, a residential building project with double-storey terrace houses was chosen for the comparative study as they have typical structural layout plans with minor variation. The same building was designed into both conventional and precast structural layout respectively in order to obtain direct comparison results. To ensure the results obtained are representative and unbiased, the structural components integrated in both construction methods are listed and each critical cost component, for instance the project direct and indirect costs were broken down further in order to evaluate the total building construction costs. From the research results, it can induce the relationship between the time and costs evaluation. The overall construction period for the conventional building construction method was 240 days while the precast building construction method was 82 days. As compared across the results for the project construction costs, it shows that precast construction method with RM 354,969.50 is more cost effective with about 19% less than the conventional building method with total amount of RM 422,687.85. The results reflect the significance on selection of the construction method, namely the precast building construction method not only can shorten the construction periods but also reduce the construction costs since it reduces greatly the expenses on the project direct costs particularly the machineries costs.
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Abstrak

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The conventional construction method is the oldest method which has been practiced in the construction industry worldwide. The concept of conventional construction method is commonly referred to as structural components that are fabricated on construction site, on-site installation of steel reinforcements, and the use of timber or plywood formworks for the casting of components. Andres and Smith [1] defined conventional construction method as more expensive since it consumes more raw materials such as timber formworks and steel reinforcements during the on-site fabrication of building components. It also uses more labours for the cast in-situ works. Due to high labours consumption for site works and low speed construction, conventional construction method is more costly from Badir and Kadir [2]. Despite the fact, conventional buildings are mostly built from conventional construction method.

On the other hand, precast construction method is specific to structural components which are standardised and prefabricated or produced off-site (factories or plants that are located away from the construction site). Construction Industry Development Board [3] explained the precast construction method has emerged as a new fast track construction method to boost the growing economy. It raises the significant advantages in terms of shortened construction time, lower overall project cost as well as better quality. As stated by Rohana and Siti [4], the components are then transported and assembled onsite. Malaysia construction industry defines precast construction method as industrialised building system (IBS) as it involves mass production of components through industrial methods as stated by Azhari et al. [5]. Precast construction method has been defined by various researchers as an alternative construction method towards the adoption of prefabricated and mass production of the building works which tends to improve the productivity, quality, time and cost saving. Dinesh Kumar and Kathiwel [6] explained that the rapid construction rate by adopting precast construction method because the method reduces unnecessary handling and equipment time.

To date, conventional construction method still cannot get rid of the problems of long construction time, low productivity, poor safety records, and large quantities of waste [Egan [7]; Eastman [8]; Azam et al. [9]]. Instead, Malaysia construction industry worked a great attempt in the adoption of precast construction method. Ismail and Shaari [10] interpreted precast construction method as not aimed to substitute the conventional construction method but an approach to decrease the reliance on labour, improved productivity with shorter construction time and maintain the quality. Lai [11] indicated precast construction method as an attempt to show greater productivity, shorter construction period, improved quality and reduction in overall construction cost in large-scale precast buildings in Malaysia. Yang and Yunus [12] and Shamsuddin et al. [13] viewed that precast construction method is able to increase the profit in long-term for the stakeholders as the cost of the labour and materials can be reduced. In contrast, Azam and Zanarita [14] stated that precast construction method does not have much difference in term of material saving as compared to conventional construction method but it has benefits in terms of quality and labour saving. Vireendravayas [15] conducted a comparative study between precast and conventional construction method and stated that precast construction method registered almost the whole saving on plastering and finishing works. Similarly, according to the previous data reported from Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) [16], it shows that the precast construction method gives rise to cut down the construction costs as much as 15% in some instances.

According to Norazmi [17] Cost is regarded as the main critical factor in determining the nature of business, not least in the construction industry. Construction cost is the factual data which consists of cost estimating till finished quantities of a building. It is the fundamental to predict and plan the total executing cost of a construction work. Therefore, it is the most rational criteria and vital for evaluating the choice on construction method. Previous research findings obtained from Hafiz [18] on the comparison of material costs between precast half slab and conventional suspended slab tackled from unit cost.
per floor gross area can be presented into more delicate way.

In the comparative study between precast construction method and conventional construction method, there are five types of key comparative methods for the estimation on construction project total cost. These include the cubic content estimation; floor area; unit valuation; bill of quantities; and approximate quantities. Regarding on this, Jabatan Kerja Raya [19] stated that approximate quantities is the most accurate method for estimating the project total costs. In between, the cost-determinants have to include all the direct and indirect costs.

During the construction process on site, time consumption must be well controlled to avoid the cost overhead and it is also important to consider the general expenses especially in precast construction method during its onsite installation process. It is realised that the current construction industry still cannot fully surmount the significant effects on time delay. According to Akintoye et al. [20] in the study on cost and time overruns of projects in Malaysia, it was discovered that among 359 construction projects in Malaysia, only 18.2% of the public sector projects and 29.5% of private sector projects were completed on time with an average percentage of 49.7% projects suffering time overrun and delay. The time overrun and delay resulted in the delay costs money. Since time element influentially determines the overall construction cost in the local construction industry, therefore, it is important to select the alternate construction method so as to minimise the root cause of the time delay such as the issue of inclement weather for site works. Phang [21] observed that precast construction method is better in cost saving as it consumes less construction time since the construction operation is less affected by bad weather.

Construction method also affects the choice of ‘materials and methods’ used in construction. Total building cost will be affected significantly by the choice of construction methods. Chan [22] conducted a study on the comparison of construction cost and choice of methods through a quantitative framework study on the construction material, labour and capital cost indices for evaluating the framework structure of the construction industry. It was found that the life-cycle cost of buildings can be reduced if the construction method is easily adopted; the involvement from large numbers of cheap labour forces; availability of abundant construction materials without the added transportation cost; inexpensive maintenance cost and lower investments on the methods used. On the matter of transportation cost, Warszawski [23] mentioned that transportation is the main barrier that has limited the design considerations on the size and weight of the completed precast structural components in Malaysia. The length of a volumetric structural component should not exceed 12 m. The precast component should not exceed the maximum height and weight of 4.5 m and 7 tonnes, respectively, when loaded on the trailer. The components could not enter the highway system if they exceed a height limit ranging from 4.8 to 5.1 m. Mobile cranes commonly with 20-ton, 50-ton, or 70-ton capacity maybe required for the hoisting to install the precast structural components. This may somehow increase the operational cost of the construction project. In addition, the construction development area to the fabrication plant should be within the distance of 50 to 100 km for economical transportation cost.

As for the wage rate, it is the direct cost per hour paid to the workmen whereas the indirect labour costs are the payments made by a contractor on the behalf of employee. Therefore, the labour rate is the total of direct and indirect cost per hour from Davis [24]. According to Haron et al. [25], conventional construction method will cost more in the whole construction project cost due to the cost for labour, raw material and longer time duration of the construction project. According to Zarim [26], the factors that determined the benefits of the precast construction method includes the labour, of which the number of labours can be reduced, easier coordination, less raids by authorities, less social problems and create more profit.

Lim et al. [27] also noticed that conventional construction method is very labour intensive and unproductive. Wet works such as the fabrication of steels on site have higher wastage, creates housekeeping problems and lead to potential spalling due to poor workmanship. Quality pertaining to bulging formwork and honeycombing problems, result in abortive works like hacking and patching. Advantages of precast construction method includes self-supporting ready-made components are being used, so the need for formwork, and scaffolding is greatly reduced. Time spent in bad weather environments at the construction site is minimised. Less waste may be generated and hence more sustainable. On the other hand, challenges of precast construction method includes careful handling of precast components such as concrete panels. Attention has to be paid on the strength and corrosion-resistance and leaks of the joining of precast sections to avoid failure of the joint. Transportation cost may be higher for precast components. Large precast components require heavy-duty cranes and precision measurement and handling to place in position. As the previous research findings from Akash and Venkateswarlu [28] stated that precast building construction method only raises the costs effectiveness in large scale project with building projects more than 5 storey because the results addressed the imitation by noticing that the increase or decrease in costs as a result of one more or one less unit of output causing the cost increase is more marginal than substantial. But, mass production of repetitive precast units will eventually lower down the cost to a level comparable to conventional construction.
Therefore, this research paper intends to carry out on the comparative study of conventional and precast construction methods with the focus on low rise double storey housing projects. The types of structural components used for the comparative studies are addressed and critical elements involved in the comparative studies are also identified herein. Finally, the overall construction costs are evaluated for both the building construction methods in order to identify the more cost effective building construction method.

2.0 METHODOLOGY

This section will give details on the research project that has been conducted. This research involved the comparative study between the precast and conventional building construction methods. The comparative study is focusing on residential project.

2.1 Scope of Study

The residential project was chosen as the study scope. Residential projects have typical structural layout plans and are repetitive with regardless minor variation might occur. This makes the direct comparison results between both building systems become more representative and unbiased.

Comparison analysis was performed by designed the same residential project plan layout as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 into conventional and precast building structural layout plans. The structural components used both in the design of precast building construction and conventional building construction were then identified and listed in detailed. The construction project costs with respect to direct and indirect costs for each building construction methods were breakdown in further to evaluate the final overall building total cost. Figure 2 showed the elevation plan of the building in x-cut section (X-Section).

2.2 Double-Storey Terrace House with Conventional Building Construction

The submission building drawing was converted into conventional building construction structural design layout plan by using the Esteem plus 6.6.3.3. The material cost estimation for the conventional building construction method was obtained through the material quantity take-off based on the designed drawing of the building structure plans. Before gathering labor hours, the works breakdown analysis needs to be carried out. Time scheduling was done by using Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) constructed by using Microsoft Project. The sequence and time needed for every task was listed in detailed. This analysed the total time needed for the project works. Based on the schedule, time planning done for the project would be determined. Time estimation could be done more accurately in accordance to local condition.

2.3 Double-Storey Terrace House with Precast Building Construction Method

The same submission building drawing was converted into precast building construction design. The structure components are design based on the IBS Catalogue for Precast Concrete Building System Revision 2017 from Construction Research Institute of Malaysia (CREAM) [29]. All the designs are referred to the competent engineer from precast manufacturer and consultant firm. The material cost estimation for the precast building construction method was identified through the number of units of precast components customized and installed in the project. Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is used to specify the project activities in order to identify the total labor hours used for the precast project. The labor...
2.4 Critical Elements for Comparative Studies

In this research study, both the conventional building construction method and precast building construction method had considered the same critical components to undergo the comparative evaluation and analysis. This was to avoid discrepancy in methodology and to ensure the results are more comparable between both construction methods. Since the project total cost is the ultimate aim of this study, therefore, the cost estimation and time management are the two main critical elements integrated in this study.

In this study, direct and indirect costs are the principal components for project total cost. The end of the accountable results are calculated based on the building cost estimating formula as:

\[
\text{Total Project Cost} = \text{Project Direct Costs} + \text{Project Indirect Costs} \quad (1)
\]

The project direct costs considered in this study included the material costs, labor costs, subcontractor cost and equipment costs. The project indirect costs included the facilities, personnel costs, and administration costs.

Furthermore, time schedule described the time managements and workflows of the construction projects in between assisted in the cost-estimation. Each elements of the project direct and indirect costs were stated in detailed in the followings.

2.5 Assumption

Several assumptions had made on the elements for cost estimating and time scheduling. In order to obtain more viable results, the assumptions were made to be the same for both building construction methods. The followings are some of the assumptions made in this research.

2.5.1 Time Assumption

In this research study, a Gantt-chart with work-breakdown structure was used to represent the timeline of the building project. The productive period such as the total number of working days is assumed as 6 days per week and the total working hours was assumed to be 8 hours per day. This was accordance to the Malaysian Employment Act 1955 (Laws of Malaysia, 2018) [30]. The entire non-productive days within the building construction period which included the Sundays and Public Holidays.

2.5.2 Cost Assumption

The cost assumptions for materials, labour, plant and equipment costs used in this research projects were all referred to the Malaysian building material prices as published by Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) [31], which was last updated in 2017.

2.6 Comparison Analysis

To obtain accurate and comparable analysis, all the structural components used both in the projects of precast building construction and conventional building construction were listed out in detail. The construction project total cost on both the projects of precast building construction and conventional building construction were further broken down into each category such as direct and indirect cost. Lastly, the construction project total cost between precast building construction and conventional building construction were compared in term of its time analysis and cost analysis. After the analysis of the projects, both the results of precast and conventional building construction methods in terms of time, cost and quality analysis will be compared. For time analysis, the construction period was prepared. This helps in determining the construction method that has more time saving. The direct and indirect costs were also compared. This research compares each perspective in detail so that to determine the advantages and disadvantages of each construction method respectively.

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Time and Schedule Analysis

The project schedule for both conventional and precast building construction methods are constructed. Table 1 summarizes the time and schedule analysis for both the construction methods. It aims to analyse the time consumption on respective tasks that have been carried out throughout the building construction periods.

**Table 1 Building Construction Periods for Conventional and Precast Building Construction Method**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase / Task Name</th>
<th>Conventional Building Construction Method</th>
<th>Precast Building Construction Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site work</td>
<td>8 days</td>
<td>8 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation</td>
<td>54 days</td>
<td>54 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of ground floor</td>
<td>98 days</td>
<td>77 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of first floor</td>
<td>63 days</td>
<td>74 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of mezzanine floor</td>
<td>24 days</td>
<td>70 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of roof</td>
<td>26 days</td>
<td>66 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Construction Periods</td>
<td>240 days</td>
<td>82 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The excavation for the site was the first major activity that sits on the critical path of the overall project. Based on Table 1, it shows that both the conventional and precast building construction methods have taken up 8 days for site work and 54 days for the foundation works. For the construction of the superstructure of the building project, the conventional building construction method showed the durations used to construct the ground floor was 98 days (from 17/3/2017 – 15/7/2017), 63 days (from 19/7/2017 – 7/10/2017) were used to finish constructed the first floor. In addition, 24 days (from 23/8/2017 – 26/9/2017) were used to construct the mezzanine floor and 26 days (from 27/9/2017 – 26/10/2017) for the construction of roof. These accumulated a total durations of 240 days. In contrast, the precast building construction methods consumed of 77 days (from 1/2/2017 – 5/4/2017) for the construction of ground floor, 74 days (from 9/1/2017 – 8/4/2017) for the construction of first floor and 70 days (from 16/1/2017 – 7/4/2017) for the construction of mezzanine floor. The durations for constructed the roof were 66 days (from 23/1/2017 – 10/4/2017). It consumed a total durations of 82 days for these phases. Thus, it showed that precast building construction method has shorten the construction period by 158 days or about 66% more time effective in constructing the building main structures as compared to conventional building construction method. Although the conventional building construction method shows shorter construction period for the first floor, mezzanine and roof, but the practiced of work sequences in conventional building method of finish-to-start has caused the cumulative in the durations of construction thus it raises the longer durations as compared to precast building construction method since the precast practiced the start-to-start work sequences and resulted in less cumulative in term of time.

3.2 Building Material Costs

From the structural analysis and the results obtained, it can be concluded that the main structural components involved in this research study includes the slabs, beams, columns, bricks, wall panels, and staircase. The foundation structures used in this research study was the shallow foundation and its structural components were used for both the conventional and precast construction methods. Table 2 compares the building material costs for conventional building construction method and precast building construction method.

Based on Table 2, it was found that the same total material costs of RM 23,547.25 is used to construct the foundation for both conventional and precast building construction methods. In between, the subtotal of the slab material costs needed for the conventional method is RM 16,869.25 while for precast methods only consumed a total of RM 4,718.00.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Component</th>
<th>Conventional Building Construction Method</th>
<th>Precast Building Construction Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foundation</td>
<td>RM 23,547.25</td>
<td>RM 23,267.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam</td>
<td>RM 39,475.00</td>
<td>RM 125,297.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column</td>
<td>RM 6,742.65</td>
<td>RM 45,610.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slab</td>
<td>RM 16,869.25</td>
<td>RM 4,716.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall Panel</td>
<td>RM 15,015.20</td>
<td>RM 4,835.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staircase</td>
<td>RM 4,225.50</td>
<td>RM 3,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal</strong></td>
<td><strong>RM 105,874.85</strong></td>
<td><strong>RM 207,228.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Precast slab is cheaper as compared to conventional slab as it reduces the cost on formworks since it is casted by using repeated able steel moulds. In addition, precast hollow core slabs are integrated in the design caused an additional of saving in terms of material costs for the steel bar as compared to conventional method. In addition, the sum of subtotal of beam material costs for conventional method is RM 39,475.00 but the precast method accounted a higher costs with RM 12,527.00. This was mainly due to this project involved varies types of precast design of beams such as T-Beam, edge beams or external beams which has led to low repetition and caused higher unit rate of the material costs at the same time. Likewise to the precast columns, it showed higher in material costs with a total of RM 45,610.80, which is almost 6.7 times higher to the subtotal of conventional columns with only RM 6,742.65. Again, this was due to the higher density of the precast columns with higher requirements of rebar content which has raised the higher rebar costs. However, the precast wall panel raised the cost benefits with RM 4,835.80 which caused cost saving of RM 10,179.40 (about 3 times) as compared to the cost of conventional brick walls with RM 15,015.20. The higher wastage for conventional brick walls of 12% is the main factor that caused the higher material costs as compared to mechanized precast wall panel with minimized wastage. Besides, the cost benefits of the precast building construction method can also be shown through the precast staircase of which the precast staircase with RM 3,500, is 17% cheaper than the conventional staircase with RM 4,225.50. Same as the discussion for precast slabs, the precast staircase gave cost benefits of which it can reduce the costs spent on the formworks and propping. Thus, as compared to conventional building construction method, the precast building construction method showed cost benefits mainly for precast slabs, wall panels and staircase but shower higher in material costs for precast columns and beams. In terms of the percentage of material consumption costs towards
the project construction costs, the conventional building construction method only used up 25% of the project total costs with RM 105,874.85 for material costs but precast building construction method has used 58% of the project total costs with RM 207,228.95 on the material costs to construct the building superstructure.

4.3 Breakdown of Cost Components

In this research project, the principal cost components which includes the material costs, labor costs and plant rates have been considered to calculate the project overall construction costs for both the conventional and precast building construction method. Figure 3 shows the breakdown of project total costs in conventional building construction method whereas Figure 4 shows the breakdown of project total costs in precast building construction method.

![Figure 3](image1.png)
Figure 3 Breakdown of project total costs in conventional building construction method

![Figure 4](image2.png)
Figure 4 Breakdown of project total costs in precast building construction method

Based on Figure 3, the conventional building construction method distributed the overall project construction costs into 25% of material costs (RM 105,874.85), 10% of labor rates (RM 41,422.90) and 65% of plant rates (RM 275,390.50). Therefore, the plant rates were the highest expenses whereas the labor costs show lowest expenditure with 39% out of the material costs. On the order hand, as referred to Figure 4, the project construction costs of precast building construction method composed of the expenditure of 58% on material costs (RM 207,228.95), 15% on labor costs (RM 54,095.15) and 27% on plant rates (RM 93,644.40). Thus, it shows that the highest expenditure of precast building construction method is on the material costs while the labor costs were took up approximate 26% of the material costs and the plant rates takes up approximately 45% of the material costs.

As compared across the cost components of both conventional and precast building construction methods respectively, it is noticed that the plant rates constituted the highest expenditure in conventional building construction method but not in the precast building construction method. This is mainly related to the overall construction periods of both construction methods. Since the conventional building construction method used up longer construction period of 240 days as compared to shorter construction periods in precast building construction method with only 82 days, it causes the highest in expenditure for plant rates which included the machineries, equipment and tools since the rental fees for those machines and equipment directly related to the time duration. The longer the construction period, the longer the rental periods and thus causes higher charges. In contrast, the shorter construction periods in precast building construction method raised the benefit towards only shorter rental periods required for the machineries such as the crane to carry out the on-site activities, therefore, the rental rates is cheaper.

For the precast building construction method, the material costs constituted the highest of 58% expenses within the overall project construction costs but conventional building construction method only used up 25% of the project total costs on the material costs. This indicated that the price charges towards the precast components still exceed the conventional works.

As compared across the labor costs, it is shown that the conventional building construction method spent up of 10% (RM 41,422.90) out of the project total costs whereas the labor cost of precast building construction method constituent of 15% (RM 54,095.15). The labor costs spent by the precast building construction method showed significant difference of RM 12,672.25, which was about 31% higher than the labor costs of conventional building construction method. This is mainly due to the precast building construction method required highly skilled labor for both the on-site installation and off-site production activities. Skilled labors have the
higher basic wage rate as compared to the conventional building construction method. Although the conventional building construction method involved a larger labor size, but it reduced the total labor costs since the labor rate is less skill with lower compensated of labor rate directed to its productivity rate by counted for the total working hours instead of counted by basic wages. This was to denote the usual high fluctuation and mobility of labors in local construction industry.

To sum up, the project construction costs for conventional building construction method is RM 422,687.85 whereas the project construction costs for precast building construction method is RM 354,968.50. As summed up a total of RM 211,500.00 for the project indirect costs particularly for the site management personnel such as the site engineers, project manager for the whole development processes into both of the construction methods, it showed that the project total costs for the conventional building construction method is RM 634,187.95 and the project total costs for precast building construction method is RM 566,468.50. Thus, the precast building construction method is more cost effective with about 19% less than the construction cost used by the conventional building construction method. The significance of the results show that the chosen construction method will affect the project total costs.

4.0 CONCLUSION

This research presents an overview on the comparative study between the precast and conventional building construction method. In this research, a residential building project with double-storey terrace houses was chosen for the comparative study since it can provide more viable results as it has typical structural layout plans and are repetitive regardless of minor variation. The same building was designed into both conventional structural layout and precast structural layout respectively in order in order to obtain direct comparison results between the two building construction methods. To ensure the results obtained are representative and unbiased, the structural components integrated in both construction methods are listed and each critical component cost, for instance the project direct and indirect costs were broken down further in order to evaluate the total building construction costs.

The overall construction period for the conventional building construction method was 240 days while the precast building construction method was 82 days. It showed that the precast building construction method is more time effective with less than 158 days or 65% as compared to conventional building construction method. For the constructions of the main structural components which included the ground floor, first floor, mezzanine and roof, the conventional building construction method has accounted a total durations of 179 days. In contrast, the precast building construction methods consumed only 82 days. Thus, it showed that precast building construction method can shorten the construction period by 97 days or 54% more time effective when constructs the main building structures or superstructures as compared to conventional building construction method.

In addition, the time analysis is important to evaluate on the project direct costs such as the labor costs and plant rates in the research project. Based on the time analysis, the allocations of tasks, labor size and rental period for machineries and equipment can be deduced. As the results obtained, the conventional building construction method used up 10% with RM 41,422.90 on the labor costs and 65% with RM 275,390.50 on plant rates. Conversely, precast building construction methods consumed only 27% with RM 93,644.40 on plant rates, 15% with RM 54,095.15 on labor rates. The results indicated the expenditure of the plant rate for conventional building construction method is significant different as much as 3 times higher than the plant rates of precast building construction method. However, precast building construction method showed higher cost of RM 12,672.25 with 31% higher than the labor costs of conventional building construction method.

For the material costs to construct the superstructure of the building project, precast building construction method only showed cost benefits in terms of utilising the precast slab (RM4,778.00), precast staircase (RM3,500.00) and precast wall panel (RM4,835.80) as compared to conventional slab (RM16,869.25), conventional staircase (RM4,225.50) and conventional brick wall (RM15,015.20). It is however, the precast building construction method showed higher material costs in precast column (RM45,610.80) and precast beam (RM125,297.00) as compared to conventional column (RM 6,742.65) and conventional beam (RM39,475.00). Nevertheless, the conventional building construction method only used up 24% of the project total costs with RM 105,874.85 on the material costs. Conversely, the precast building construction method has used up with more than half of it project total costs, which is 56% with RM 207,228.95 for the material costs to construct the building superstructure.

In a nutshell, as compared across each cost components for the project construction costs, it shows that material costs, 58% with RM207,228.95, is the critical cost component for the precast building construction method while the plant rates, 65% with RM 275,390.50, is the critical cost component for the conventional building construction method. Based on the project overall construction costs, the precast construction method with RM354,968.50 is more cost effective with about 19% less than the conventional building method which is accounted in total amount of RM422,687.85. The results imply the significance on selection of the construction method, namely the precast building construction method not only can
shorten the construction periods but also tend to reduce the construction costs since it reduced greatly the expenses on the project direct costs particularly the machineries costs. This results obtained is prior for the future study and the development of the precast building construction method in the construction industry in order to meet the requirement of future productive-based industry in the way of which both aspects of time and costs must achieve its optimum benefits.
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